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BOUTIQUE COLLECTIONS

Gabriel&Co. Gives you more ways
to Celebrate life’s oCCasions

The distinctive collections from Gabriel & Co. embody the 
many dimensions of women. There is a piece to celebrate 
the beauty of a woman at every milestone in her life.

Gabriel & Co.‘s boutique Collections redefine indul-
gence with bold and striking designs. Each exquisitely 
crafted piece proclaims unrivaled beauty, confidence, and 
achievement.

stunninG. allurinG. bold

Our Boutique Silver Collections: madison, roman, 
mediterranean, stackables, bohemian, roaring 20s
are designed to turn heads. Created for a woman who
is ready to make a statement and selects the very best.
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Elegant architecture. Sophisticated polish. This collection of 
sleek diamond-highlighted baubles is sure to dazzle even the 
most discerning sophisticate. Subtle textures, graphic metal-
work and refined patterning add depth and create mystery 
that’s at once perfectly poised and totally relaxed. Whether 
your look is minimalist chic or belle of the ball, these lovelies 
are sure to be on every fashionista’s wishlist.

MADISON
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1.2.3. Delicate silver roping creates the look of lace with diamond accenting. 
VNK3534D5 $823, V6600D5 $788, V6599D5 $673 

4. An embrace of romance with diamond accenting. VBG3025D5 $1,838

Runway Ready On The Avenue.
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Bold. Timeless. Daring. This imperial collection fuses ancient 
and modern for an opulent look that transcends the ages. 
Strength of volume and rich proportions lend nobility and trans-
port you to the time when goddesses walked on earth. Eigh-
teen carat gold details, stones cut with flattering geometry and 
finely grained settings lend stunning beauty, with regal chains 
reflecting your commanding presence. It’s unmistakable: your 
style reigns supreme.

ROMAN
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5.6. Fine details, bold design. Diamond accenting V6127D5 $413, VE11147D5 $423
7. Fine details, bold design.  Black diamond accenting. VNK2957BD $448

  8.9.10. Medallion accent with 18K gold and diamonds. 
Y-VPT9395D $313*Chain sold separately Y-V5826D $348, Y-VE11081D $313

Beauty That Transcends Time.
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Beautiful. Warm. Romantic. You’ll find yourself falling for the 
intricate filigree and open metalwork that’s the hallmark of 
this homage to the spirit of the Mediterranean. Wherever you 
go, let timeless beauty be your constant companion. Dressed 
up or down, this richly styled, luxurious collection is perfectly 
suited to any occasion. Exquisitely crafted inside and out, 
front to back, each piece is as pleasurable and easy to wear 
as it is to admire. 

MEDITERRANEAN
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11.12. Twirling romance with 18K and diamond accenting. Y-VNK2437D5 $973, 
Y-VE10683D5 $448

13.14.15. Filigree and diamond accenting. VE11148D $238, V6128D5 $188,
VPT9441D5 $188*Chain sold separately

Eternal Beauty To Cherish Forever.
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Wildly collectable. Infinitely interchangeable. Pile on the 
fun when you stack on these delicate bangles. Layer them to 
gradually build your own customized collection. Each piece 
sets a mood and can be worn individually for an elegant, deli-
cate look that’s simply charming. Casually relaxed or luxurious-
ly styled, this is one vogue statement you can’t miss.

STACKABLES
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16. Bangle with 18K accenting. Y-VBG273D4 $673  
17. Bangle with semi-precious accents. Y-VBG270M $598

18. Bangle with delicate details. VBG264D $298 
19. Bangle with 18K accenting. Y-VBG262D4 $613 

20. Bangle with hammered finish. VBG2674D $223
 

Express The Inner You.
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Fascinating. Seductive. Chic. Channel your inner gypsy and 
take a journey to paradise on earth with this sophisticated 
collection inspired by the beauty of nature. Hammered tex-
tures echo ancient tribal traditions, bold patterns reflect an 
adventurous spirit that’s decidedly modern. Instinctively easy 
to wear, go for a look that’s down to earth and still glitters like 
the stars.

BOHEMIAN
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21.22.23 The romance of yellow sapphires. VNK3496YS5 $448, 
VE11536YS5 $738, V6540YS5 $523

24.25. Hammered silver with semi-precious stones. VNK2954M5 $248, V6121M5 $248
26. Natural grace with semi-precious stones. V6137M $163

The Look Of Relaxed Elegance.
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Elegant. Graceful. Classic. Wrap yourself in glittering jewels 
that channel the refined grace of art deco, taking you back to 
the time when romance filled the air. Anything is possible with 
this inspiration: diamonds by the yard, lovely lariats, elegant 
sautoirs and bracelets punctuated with luminous pearls. The 
fun is finding just the right combination of textures, lengths 
and details that express your unique “joie de vivre” and spar-
kling personality.

ROARING 20s
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Get Into The Swing Of Things.
27. Ornate elegance, link bracelet with tassle. VTB2712D $463

28. Lariat design with 18K accenting. VNK3084D $463
29. Tasseled silver earrings, divinely sexy. VE11267D $188

30.31. Luxurious pearls, delightful details. Y-VNK2516PRL $688, Y-VE10920PR $173
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